Nuclear charge dependence of the two-electron high-frequency photoionization cross section
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Using high-precision wave functions describing the ground and excited states of the H− ion, He atom, and heliumlike ions, the cross sections of single- and double-electron photoionization are calculated. The dependence of the ratio R of the double- and single-ionization cross sections on the nuclear charge Z and the principal quantum number of excitation n is studied and compared with the predictions of the high-Z expansion and the high-n shake-off mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of calculations of the photoionization cross sections with elimination of one or both electrons from the following two-electron atomic systems: the H− ion, the He atom, and the heliumlike two-electron ions. For the He atom and the heliumlike ions we also study a number of excited states that can be considered roughly as monopole, i.e., s excitations of one of the electrons. In the one-electron approach these states can be described as ls,ns configurations. We concentrate on high photon frequencies ω, ω ≫ I++, where I++ is the two-electron ionization potential. The aim of this paper is to study the dependence of the ratios of different photoionization cross sections on the nuclear charge Z and the principal quantum number n of the target excitation.

For two-electron systems in the high but nonrelativistic frequency1 limit, the cross-section of the two-electron ionization σ++(ω), the ionization with excitation σ++*(ω), and the one-electron ionization σ+*(ω) are entirely determined by the initial-state wave function (see, e.g., [1]). When using very accurate and locally correct [2–5] initial-state wave functions one can expect to obtain precise values for these cross sections. By studying the cross-section dependence on Z and n one can see how the variation of the mean-interelectron distance (measured in units of the ls orbit radius) affects the probability of the two-electron ionization or ionization with excitation processes.

The two-electron ionization and ionization with excitation are of interest because their theoretical and experimental investigation yields information on the corresponding initial-state wave function of the atomic system. The system of two electrons in the field of a nucleus seems to be quite simple. However, despite the progress in computational power it is still an unsolved problem to find accurate enough continuous spectrum wave functions for this system. Accurate wave functions can be obtained only for its ground and low-excited states. Therefore it is of particular interest to study the high-frequency cross sections, which are expressible solely via bound-state wave functions that are reliably established. It is also essential to note [1] that the ω dependence of the cross sections at high ω is known and depends not on the initial-state wave function but on the angular momentum of the eliminated electrons. Therefore a given initial-state wave function is able to describe the single and double ionization and ionization with excitation cross-sections in a broad photon frequency region ω ≫ I++.

The first publications on two-electron ionization appeared at the end of the 1960s [6–8]. Afterwards, there was almost 20-year-long intermission in studies of this subject. A kind of an exception was the publication of the paper [9], where the Z dependence of the ratio of double-to-single photoionization cross section was obtained. Then, in the nineties, there happened a burst of activity in this domain (see [10–14], and references therein). The intense activity in this field is summarized and a number of new results are presented in a recent book [15]. This development was, and is still, stimulated by the progress in experimental possibilities of measuring the double-charged ions yield and σ++*(ω), in particular at high energies. The ratio of the yields of He2++ and He+ was measured in a broad photon frequency region, up to 20 keV [16].

It appeared that it is possible purely experimentally to separate the contributions to two-electron ionization and ionization with excitation caused by either photon absorption or by scattering (Compton effect) [17]. This is of great importance for investigations at high Ω since the cross sections of the latter processes, σC++*(ω), σC++*(ω), and σC++*(ω), are almost independent of ω while the cross sections of photoionization are rapidly decreasing (as ω−7/2) with ω. For the He atom these cross sections become equal at approximately 6 keV [18]. Having in mind that several sources of high-intensity and high-frequency continuous spectrum electromagnetic radiation have been, or are being constructed recently, a growing interest for more detailed studies of two-electron processes can be anticipated. Not only the ground but also excited states of two-electron systems, and not only neutral systems but also positive and negative ions will attract attention of researchers in this domain of atomic physics. This is why we concentrate on H−, He atom, and hel-
unlike ions in their ground and excited states. Because the \(\omega\) dependencies of \(\sigma_{1}^{+}(\omega)\), \(\sigma_{2}^{+}(\omega)\), and \(\sigma_{3}^{+}(\omega)\) at high \(\omega\) are the same it is convenient to study \(\omega\)-independent ratios

\[
R = \frac{\sigma_{1}^{+}(\omega)}{\sigma^{+}(\omega) + \sigma_{2}^{+}(\omega)}_{\omega \to \infty},
\]

(1)

\[
R^* = \frac{\sigma_{1}^{+}(\omega)}{\sigma^{+}(\omega)}_{\omega \to \infty},
\]

(2)

\[
R_{0} = \frac{\sigma_{1}^{+}(\omega)}{\sigma^{+}(\omega)}_{\omega \to \infty} = R(1 + R^*),
\]

(3)

and

\[
R_1 = \frac{\sigma_{1}^{+}(\omega) + \sigma_{2}^{+}(\omega) + \sigma_{3}^{+}(\omega)}{\sigma^{+}(\omega)}_{\omega \to \infty} = (1 + R)(1 + R^*).
\]

(4)

Qualitatively, one can expect that the ratio \(R\) becomes smaller and smaller with the increase of \(Z\), since the mean inter-electron radius measured in units of the 1s electron orbit increases, causing the relative role of the inter-electron interaction that leads to double ionization to decrease when \(Z\) grows. On pure qualitative ground one can expect also that \(R^*\) will increase when \(n\) is growing, since the main mechanism leading to ionization with excitation is shake-off [1].

The leading order of the \(Z\) dependence of \(R\) for \(Z\geq 1\) is very simple: \(R \approx 0.094Z^{-2}\) [9]. This result was obtained in the first order in the interelectron interaction. However, an attempt to use this formula for the He atom, substituting \(Z\) by the Slater effective nuclear charge \(Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{He}} = 27/16 \approx 1.69\), fails. Indeed, instead of the very accurate value \(R \approx 0.01644\) (see [19], and references therein) one obtains the value \(R = 0.033\) that is by a factor of 2 too large. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the effective charges corresponding to double ionization and the ionization with excitation processes are different. One is the screening or Slater effective charge \(Z_{\text{eff}} = Z - 5/16\), and the other is the interelectron interaction \(V_{12} = 1/|r_1 - r_2|\) effective charge \(z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{in}}\). This charge transforms \(1/|r_1 - r_2|\) into \(z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{in}}/|r_1 - r_2|\) thus permitting one to take into account the higher-order corrections in \(V_{12}\). With \(z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{in}}\), the \(Z\) dependence of \(R\) can be parametrized as

\[
R \approx 0.094(z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{in}})^2/(Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{He}})^2.
\]

For the He atom, using the Slater charge \(Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{He}} = 27/16\) and the most reliable value \(R \approx 0.01644\), one obtains the value \(z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{in}} \approx 0.705\).

The dependence of \(R\) on \(Z\) and \(n\) was studied recently [20]. In this paper we will calculate \(R\) and \(R^*\) using the

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Values of the ratio \(I_{v}^{+}/(\delta(r))\) values for small \(n\) for the \(n \, 1S\) states of the helium atom.}
\label{tab:table1}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\(n\) & \(1\) & \(2\) & \(3\) & \(4\) & \(5\) \\
\hline
1 & 0.0296 & 0.0493 & 0.0136 & 0.0055 & 0.0028 \\
2 & 0.0446 & 0.5346 & 0.0702 & 0.0231 & 0.0106 \\
3 & 0.0055 & 0.3992 & 0.1669 & 0.0533 & 0.0236 \\
4 & 0.0018 & 0.0035 & 0.7319 & 0.0019 & 0.0062 \\
5 & 0.0008 & 0.0017 & 0.0131 & 0.7762 & 0.0593 \\
6 & 0.0005 & 0.0009 & 0.0011 & 0.1379 & 0.4991 \\
7 & 0.0003 & 0.0005 & 0.0001 & 0.0003 & 0.3868 \\
8 & 0.0002 & 0.0003 & 0.0001 & 0.0000 & 0.1016 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{As in Table II, but \(R^*\).}
\label{tab:table2}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\(Z\) & \(n\) & \(1\) & \(2\) & \(3\) & \(4\) \& \(5\) \\
\hline
1 & 0.66554 & & & & \\
2 & 0.05838 & 19.105 & 72.411 & 179.97 & 361.09 \\
3 & 0.02053 & 12.752 & 46.274 & 112.86 & 223.85 \\
4 & 0.01037 & 10.951 & 39.015 & 86.084 & 169.70 \\
5 & 0.00623 & 9.121 & 31.167 & 74.568 & 153.84 \\
6 & 0.00415 & 9.362 & 31.788 & 76.140 & 156.05 \\
7 & 0.00222 & 9.0011 & 30.690 & 73.360 & 143.90 \\
8 & 0.00173 & 8.8842 & 30.690 & 73.360 & 143.90 \\
9 & 0.00138 & 8.8842 & 30.690 & 73.360 & 143.90 \\
10 & 0.00087 & 8.8842 & 30.690 & 73.360 & 143.90 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
recently obtained very accurate and locally correct [2–5] initial-state wave function, calculated by the correlation function hyperspherical harmonic method. In this method, the wave function $\psi$ is decomposed as

$$\psi = e^{\lambda} \phi,$$

where $\phi$ is the correlation function describing the singularities of $\psi$ and $\phi$ is a smooth remainder that can be expanded in a fast converging hyperspherical harmonic (HH) expansion. The function $\phi$ depends on interparticle distances, which is necessary and sufficient to take into account analytically the two- and three-body Coulomb singularities (cusps) in the wave function, i.e., it satisfies the Kato cusp [21] conditions exactly. Furthermore, $\psi$ is obtained by a direct solution of the three-body Schrödinger equation, which guarantees local correctness [2–5] of $\psi$ because the convergence of $\psi$ across the configurations space is uniform.

II. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

To obtain the expressions for the ratios $R$ and $R^*$, we use the rather general approach presented in Ref. [1]. Keeping in mind that for high but nonrelativistic $v$ the main contribution to $\sigma^{++}(\omega)$ comes from the strongly asymmetric energy sharing between the outgoing electrons of which one is fast while the other is slow, the expression for $\sigma^{++}(\omega)$ is simplified considerably, and is given by the formula,

$$\sigma^{++}(\omega) = \frac{2 \sqrt{2} Z^2 \pi^2}{3 c \omega^{3/2}} \left[ \int |\psi(0,s)|^2 ds + \sum_{v} \int |\psi(0,s)| \psi_{v}(s) ds|^2 \right],$$

where $\psi$ is the initial state three-body wave function and $\psi_{v}(s)$ is the unperturbed single-particle wave function of the second electron in the field of the nucleus, after the first electron has left the atom. Here $\psi$ depends on Jacobi coordinates $r$ and $s$, where $r$ connects the nucleus and one electron, and $s$ connects the center of mass of these two particles.
with the other electron. In the framework of the present approximation, we set \( r = 0 \); then \( s \) represents the distance of the second electron from the nucleus. Thus \( \Psi(0, s) \) represents the three-body wave function at the coalescence, or cusp, region, in which, as one can see from the discussion in the Introduction and from references therein, local high accuracy of the wave function is especially difficult to obtain.

Finally, \( n \) is the single-particle principal quantum number, \( l \) and \( m \) are the angular momentum quantum numbers, and \( c \) is the speed of light.

As shown in [1] we have the following expressions for the total angular momentum \( L = 0 \) and \( \omega \to \infty \):

\[
\sigma^+ (\omega) = \frac{32 \sqrt{2} Z^2 \pi^2}{3 c \omega^{7/2}} \left( \langle \delta(r) \rangle - \sum_r I_{r0} \right),
\]

where \( \langle \delta(r) \rangle \) is the expectation value of \( \delta(r) \) and

\[
I_{r0} = 4 \pi \int_0^\infty \Psi(0, s) R_{ve}(qs) s^2 ds \left| v \right|^2,
\]

where \( q = 2Zm_a/(1 + m_a) \) and \( R_{ve} \) are the two-particle bound state Coulomb radial functions (see Table I). The quantity measured in experiments [1] is

\[
\sigma^+(\omega) + \sigma^+ (\omega) = \frac{32 \sqrt{2} Z^2 \pi^2}{3 c \omega^{7/2}} \sum_r I_{r0}
\]

so that

\[
R = \frac{\langle \delta(r) \rangle - \sum_r I_{r0}}{\sum_r I_{r0}}
\]

and

\[
R^* = \frac{\sigma^+ (\omega)}{\sigma^+ (\omega)} = \frac{\sum_r I_{r0} - I_{10}}{I_{10}} = \frac{\sum_r I_{r0}}{I_{10}}.
\]

III. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

The values of ratio \( R \) for the ground and excited states \( n^1S \), \( n = 1, \ldots, 5 \) of the helium isoelectron sequence from \( Z = 1 \) to \( Z = 10 \) are presented in Table II. Most results can be obtained with a small hyperspherical harmonic basis with \( K_m = 40 \), for lower states even with \( K_m = 32 \). Here \( K_m \) is the maximum global angular momentum used in the HH expansion. For \( H^- \), we also calculated with \( K_m \) up to 64 and different parametrizations of the correlation function \( f \) in order to make sure that \( R \) is correct to the presented precision. The exception is \( He \) (\( Z = 2 \)) where the excited states, if \( Z \) is decreased from larger values, assume a true three-body char-

---

**FIG. 3.** As in Fig. 1, but for the \( 3^1S \) state.

**FIG. 4.** As in Fig. 1, but for the \( 4^1S \) state.

**FIG. 5.** As in Fig. 1, but for the \( 5^1S \) state.

**FIG. 6.** Dependence of \( R^* \) (dimensionless) on \( Z \) for the \( n^1S \) states.
acter, become densely spaced and therefore not very differ-
ently extended in space, and can no longer be deduced by
scaling in Z from large Z; while $K_m=40$ is very good for
the ground state, $K_m=100$ is necessary for the $2^1S^\pm1^1S$ states.
These results were recently cited. [5]

The ratios $R$ for $n=1,2$ calculated in Ref. [20] agree
with ours except at $Z=3$ and $Z=6$ for $n=1$ and at $Z=4$ and $Z$
$=8$ for $n=2$, where the rounded values differ by $1 \times 10^{-5}$.
This indicates that careful assessment of the quality of the
three-body wave function input is needed.

We have used 200 single-particle states to calculate the
cross-section ratios, so that the error of summation over
states is negligible and we do not have to resort to estimating
the remainder as in Ref. [19]. While the carefully checked
values maintain small differences from Ref. [20], the recalci-
tration of $R$ for the ground state of He now gives the value
$R=0.01644$ that agrees with Ref. [20], where the remainder
is apparently estimated for $n>8$. Adding our own estimated
remainder [19] would also make the values agree.

The values of the ratios $R^*$ and $R_0$ for the ground and
excited states $n^1S$, $n=1,\ldots,5$ of the helium isoelectronic
sequence from $Z=1$ to $Z=10$ are presented in Tables III and
IV, respectively. Particularly interesting is the behavior of
$R^*$. While at $n=1$ the ratio $R^*$ decreases for $Z>4$ slightly
faster than $Z^{-2}$, the situation is completely different for $n$
$\geqslant 2$: there the $R^*$ values decrease very slowly with $Z$.
As it was expected $R^*$ increases with $n$.
However the rapidity of this increase when going from $n=1$ to $n=2$ is really impres-
sive and unexpected. Indeed, the ratio $\eta_n=R^*_n/R^*_1$, where
the index $n$ denotes the state, really jumps for $n=1$, from
327 for $Z=2$ to 6440 for $Z=10$. With subsequent growth of
$n$, already for $n=2$, $\eta_n$ becomes almost $Z$ independent
and slowly decreasing with $n$—from $\eta_n=3.5$ for $n=2$ to $\eta_n$
$=2$ for $n=4$. From the behavior of $R_0$ it is seen that the
excitation of one of the electrons in helium or in heliumlike
ions increases the relative probability of double ionization,
but by far not so strongly that of the ionization with ex-
citation. Note that for $n=3$ both $R^*$ and $R_0$ depend weakly
on $Z$ and $n$.

In Refs. [9,20] the leading term of the $Z$ dependence of $R$
was estimated and shown to be $1/Z^2$. Our calculations show
that for $R$ with $n>1$, $R_0$, the $Z^{-2}$ dependence appears for
higher $Z$ only: the bigger the $n$, the higher the $Z$ value at
which the $Z^{-2}$ dependence starts.

We use here two- and three-term fits in inverse powers of
$Z$. In addition in each case we use two different least square
fits, one with all weights equal to one (which favors equally
small and large $Z$), and another with a very small weight
(0.01) for $Z<6$ and the weights equal to one for $Z>7$ (that
favors strongly a better description at large $Z$). Our results
are displayed in Tables V and VI and in Figs. 1–5, where $W$
denotes the number of weights at large $Z$ that are equal to 1.
One can see that the two-term fits are reasonable starting
from $Z=3-4$ for all weights for $n=1,2$ and from $Z=6$
$-7$ for $n=3-5$. The three-term fits are generally better
then the two-term fits that, of course, is what one expects
since three-parameter curves are always easier to fit to data
than two-parameter curves. They are good even from $Z=2$
$-3$ for $n=1,2$ and from $Z=4-5$ for $n=3-5$. The coeffi-
cients of inverse powers of $Z$ in two- and three-term fits,
however, are somewhat different, so the question whether the
coefficient of the $1/Z^4$ term theoretically equals zero has a
direct consequence for the value of the coefficients of the
first and the second terms. Figure 6 gives the dependence of
$R^*$ on $n$ and $Z$ in logarithmic scale.

It is essential to note that the $Z$ dependence of $R$ changes
considerably with $n$ growth: already for $n=2$ it decreases
much slower than $Z^{-2}$.

IV. CONCLUSION

The cross section ratios $R$, $R^*$, and $R_0$ have been calcu-
lated for the $n^1S$ states, $n=1,\ldots,5$, of the helium isoelec-
tronic sequence for $Z=1$ to $Z=10$. According to qualitative
estimates, $R$ for the ground state decreases very fast with $Z$.
But already starting from $R_2$, i.e., $R$ at $n=2$, this ratio at first
increases with $Z$ and only after reaching a maximum starts to
decrease. As to $R^*$, it dramatically increases with $n$ for any
$Z$. The $Z$ dependence of $R^*$ for $n=1$ and $n\geqslant 2$ proved to be
qualitatively different: extremely rapid decrease for $n=1$
contrasts with very slow decrease at $n\geqslant 2$.

To calculate the cross sections and the corresponding ra-
tios, in the $^1H$ case it was necessary to employ a nonlinear
correlation function $f$ in Eq. (5), but for $Z\approx 2$ a simple linear
$f$ and a rather small value of $K_m=32$ (81 HH states) was
sufficient for most states, except for the higher excited states
where it was prudent to use $K_m=40$ (121 HH states) al-
though some value $32<K_m<40$ could be sufficient, and for
the higher excited states of He where $K_m$ up to 100 was
needed because of their close spacing and consequently dif-
ferent structure than for $Z>2$. In all cases the three cusp
conditions were fulfilled exactly.

To achieve stability of the coefficient $B$ of the term $BZ^{-3}$
in the fit of the $Z$ dependence one has to either (i) discard $R$
values for small $Z$, or (ii) add the term $CZ^{-4}$ to the fitting
function, which may indicate an open theoretical problem.
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